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Brand New Book. Life with Birds uncovers the fascinating story of our interdependence with birds.
The author weaves an amazing web of inter-relationships, from the Parsi funeral in Mumbai where
birds of prey eat the dead; to collecting eider down from nests in Iceland and standing on the once
body-strewn battlefield of Agincourt where birds won the day for the English army. From the
earliest days of human existence we have exploited birds; for food, for their feathers, to satisfy our
blood lust, to entertain us with their beauty, to inspire our art, our advertising, classical music,
popular songs and much more. Cage birds are kept for their beauty and song but this book also
investigates the repugnant illegal rare bird trade, and the organised crime it has spawned involving
around 1.5 million birds a year. Criminals will go to unbelievable lengths when smuggling rare birds
for sale and the 1.5m birds in this annual trade threaten the survival of several exotic species. Since
time immemorial birds have exploited us too. Birds can use our homes to make theirs and can ruin
farmers crops in minutes.Some of the...
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Reviews
Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD
A new electronic book with a new point of view. it was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way in
fact it is simply following i finished reading this publication through which really altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Flor ia n Runte
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